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START RAMP
n. motorsport. A start ramp serves as the ceremonial start of a rally, and gives 

fans a chance to see their rally heroes being interviewed before driving over the 

podium and onto the fi rst special stage.



M-Sport confi rmed Evgeny Novikov and Thierry 
Neuville for the 2013 edition of the FIA World Rally 
Championship (WRC). Piloting the Ford Fiesta RS WRC 
on all 13 rounds of this season’s championship, both 
drivers will represent the State of Qatar alongside 
Nasser Al-Attiyah and Mads Ostberg as the quartet 
look to make their mark on the world stage.
 Partnered by Austrian Ilka Minor, Novikov was a 
strong candidate for the drive since negotiations began 
last November and is more than capable of performing at 
rallying’s highest level. With 36 WRC starts to his name, the 
Russian secured two podium fi nishes in 2012: the fi rst, in 

Portugal, making him the youngest ever driver to stand on a 
WRC podium at just 21 years old.
 Finishing sixth overall in this year’s drivers’ 
championship, Novikov regularly took the fi ght to his more 
experienced rivals and rose to the challenge on a number of 
occasions. Competing under the M-Sport Ford team banner 
throughout 2012, the Muscovite’s knowledge of the Fiesta 
RS WRC and close relationship with the team will hold him 
in good stead as he looks to build on his already successful 
career in 2013.
 Following an impressive debut season in the WRC, 
Neuville was another obvious choice to join M-Sport’s latest 
crop of young talents. Starting his career as part of the 
Belgian Ford Fiesta Sport Trophy series in 2008, the 24-year-
old is no stranger to M-Sport’s range of Ford Fiesta rally cars. 

Due to make his competitive debut in the Fiesta’s WRC guise 
at the season opener in Monte-Carlo later this month, the 
youngster will be looking to prove his versatility alongside 
regular co-driver, Nicolas Gilsoul.
 Having contested 20 WRC events to date, Neuville 
has already notched up 11 stage victories in the world 
series and claimed a career-best result at this year’s Rallye 
de France-Alsace when he fi nished a creditable fourth. 
Contesting the Intercontinental Rally Challenge in 2011, the 
youngster is also no stranger to the taste of champagne 
having conquered the demanding stages of both the Tour 
de Corse and Rallye Sanremo where he secured his fi rst 
international victories.
 With the world’s brightest young talents lining up 
alongside Qatar and M-Sport in 2013, the stage is set for 
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the next generation of world championship contenders. With 
guidance from one of motorsport’s most decorated drivers 
in the form of Al-Attiyah, the stars of tomorrow will benefi t 
from the Qatari’s guidance and expertise throughout the 
year.
 M-Sport Managing Director, Malcolm Wilson OBE, 
said: “Both Evgeny [Novikov] and Thierry [Neuville] were 
strong candidates since negotiations began. They are young, 
but they have both shown some real maturity this year – 
combining obvious speed with a determination to fi nish all 
of the events and gain as much knowledge of the stages as 
possible. Both have regularly challenged the factory drivers, 
and their 2012 results were thoroughly deserved. I am 

confi dent that both drivers have more to prove and that we 
will see more impressive performances from them in 2013.
 “We have a young team for next year, but this by 
no means detracts from their ability to produce some strong 
results. All of them, Mads [Østberg], Evgeny [Novikov] and 
Thierry [Neuville], proved their worth in 2012 and, with 
guidance from Nasser [Al-Attiyah], they can all be fantastic 
ambassadors for Qatar, M-Sport and the WRC.”
 Evgeny Novikov said: “I am very glad to be 
representing Qatar and M-Sport next year. I would like 
to express huge gratitude to all those who supported me 
and believed in me: my mentor Mikhail Lepekhov, Malcolm 
Wilson, my family and my fans. In 2013 we will fi ght at 

the top level and do our best to please those who have 
supported us all these years.”
 Thierry Neuville said: “It is a great honour for me 
to represent Qatar and M-Sport on all 13 rounds of next 
season’s championship. Thanks to a great ‘learning’ year in 
the WRC, I am confi dent that I will be able to achieve some 
great results alongside M-Sport and my new team-mates.
 “I would especially like to thank Malcolm [Wilson] 
for his confi dence in me, and also my friend Nasser [Al-
Attiyah] for his fantastic support. I am now focussed on 
preparing for Rally Monte-Carlo and really looking forward to 
the start of this new adventure.” H&H



SERVICE PARK
n. motorsport. The main operational base for all the teams, in which all checks, main-

tenance and running repairs to the cars must be carried out subject to strict time 

limits.



The 2013 FIA European Rally Championship (ERC) 
promised “Serious Competition Ahead” at the start 
of this season, and the fi rst event the Jännerrallye in 
Austria provided just that.
 Jan Kopecky (Skoda Fabia S2000) and Bryan 
Bouffi er (Peugeot 207 S2000) were locked in a head-to-
head battle throughout the two days of competition, with 
Kopecky leading until SS15 when a left front puncture SS15, 
in the fi nal loop of stages, dropped him some 25sec behind 
Bouffi er. It was a thrilling battle with Bouffi er seemingly 

unable to maintain the chasing Kopecky behind him, with the 
Czech star claiming just half a second winning margin over 
the Frenchman on the fi nal stage!
 For the ERC, and the thousands of fans who lined 
the stages, it was a fi tting start to a new season of rallying. 
The new-look ERC has taken off where the Intercontinental 
Rally Challenge (IRC) series ended in 2012.
 The action, which took place around the city of 
Freistadt, near the Czech border, is an all-asphalt event in 
which the stages are all different: snow and ice played havoc 
for drivers in terms of tyre choice, and it played a pivotal role 
in the outcome of this event.
 Throughout the event, three drivers dominated 

the top of the leader board: Kopecky, Bouffi er and ten-time 
Austrian Rally Champion Raimund Baumschlager (Skoda 
Fabia S2000).

 
Baumschlager, a 10-time Austrian champion, knows these 
mountain roads well and he was the only one of the top 
drivers to select narrow studded tyres on Day One’s morning 
loop. They cost him time on the largely ice-free SS1, but he 
was fastest on SS2, which was peppered with ice and snow. 
Kopecky, on wide studded tyres in the morning, maintained 
his advantage until Baumschlager moved ahead on SS5. 
However, the Austrian veteran was unable to keep Kopecky 
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at bay on SS6, which Bouffi er won.
 Kopecky and Bouffi er then engaged in battle 
throughout the rest of the day, with Bouffi er setting a 
staggering time on the rain and fog-hit SS8 to narrow 
Kopecky’s advantage to 09.4sec. The rain continued on the 
fi nal two night stages, but Kopecky held on with a lead of 
20.2sec.
 “It has been two rallies in one day,” said Kopecky, 
after he was awarded seven bonus points for leading after 
Leg One. “I started on a gravel set-up for the snow and ice, 
the team rebuilt the car with Tarmac suspension and we kept 
our lead. It has been an amazing day but [Day Two] is long 
and if there is ice on the stages it can be very diffi cult. The 
last stage is 25km and a lot of time can be made up.”
 Those last words from the Czech turned out to be 
somewhat prophetic...

 French legend François Delecour had a much more 
eventful run on Day One, not quite getting the tyre choice 
right over the unpredictable fi rst loop of stages, and then 
having to improvise a repair to his Peugeot’s gear lever in 
the afternoon (using a bar from the jack) when the selector 
broke. His misfortune was compounded by a minute’s worth 
of penalties following a timing error by the crew.
 Kopecky started Day Two’s eight stages with a 
20.2sec advantage over Bouffi er. But heavy rain and some 
ice made the fi nal day’s route around Freistadt extremely 
tricky, and the Czech driver concentrated on just getting to 
the fi nish in front of 120,000 spectators.
 His fortunes were turned on their head when he 
picked up a left front puncture around 7km from the fi nish 
of SS15, which dropped him to third with only three stages 
to go. Bouffi er, competing on his fi rst Jännerrallye, took the 

lead despite spinning on the same stage.
 However, Kopecky was determined not to give up, 
and pushed as hard as he could to start the fi nal 25km stage 
10.6sec adrift of Bouffi er. He emerged from it with a winning 
margin of 11.1sec, ensuring that he scraped to victory by 
just half a second in heavy rain and fog in his Michelin-shod 
Fabia S2000.
 “I never stopped believing I could win because 
if you stop believing you cannot achieve anything,” said 
Kopecky at the fi nish after the epic two day-long battle. 
“I was still believing and still hoping. Thanks to Bryan for 
an incredible battle and to the team for a great car. Pavel 
[Dresler], my co-driver, also did a great job so thanks to 
him.”
 Bouffi er settled for second, a result he hadn’t 
anticipated heading into the Austrian event, given his lack of 



experience of the undulating stages. “The conditions on this 
event were really tricky, some of the most demanding that 
I have ever seen,” said Bouffi er, who scored seven bonus 
points for topping Leg Two.
 For much of the rally Bouffi er battled with local hero 
Raimund Baumschlager, a ten-time Austrian champion. After 
a big moment in his self-run Fabia on the opening stage of 
the day that nearly put him out, the 53-year-old decided that 
discretion was the better part of valour in the treacherous 
conditions. He then concentrated on scoring points for his 
domestic championship.
 Czech driver Václav Pech – a former winner of 
the Jännerrallye – was fourth in a turbocharged MINI John 
Cooper Works S2000, having consistently fought at the front 
and even won a stage on the opening day.
 Austria’s Beppo Harrach was another stage winner 

and fi nished fi fth in his Mitsubishi Lancer, clinching the ERC 
Production Car Cup and the Colin McRae Flat Out Trophy for 
his battling performance following extensive delays with a 
misting windscreen on Friday night’s stages. He beat former 
Polish champion Kajetan Kajetanowicz in a Subaru by 1.1sec. 
Kajetanowicz was making his Jännerrallye debut and starred 
with an outright stage victory.
 Former world championship star François Delecour 
was seventh in a Kronos-run Peugeot 207 S2000. The 
Frenchman had a spin on Day Two’s second stage and 
then lost more ground with a puncture. Rallying legend 
Stig Blomqvist fi nished 12th overall in a Mitsubishi Lancer 
Evolution IX.
 The ERC heads to Latvia for the Rally Liepāja-
Ventspils from 1 - 3 February. H&H

Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) J. Kopecky/P. Dresler 
      Skoda Fabia S2000 - 02h 35m 45.3s
02) B. Bouffi er/O. Fournier 
      Peugeot 207 S2000 + 0.5s
03) R. Baumschlager/K. Wicha
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 01m 18.1s
04) V. Pech/P. Uhel 
      MINI John Cooper S2000 + 02m 47.0s
05) B. Harrach/L. Welsersheimb
      Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX R4 + 03m 31.8s
06) K. Kajetanowicz/J. Baran 
      Subaru Impreza STI R4 + 03m 32.9s
07) F. Delecour/D. Savignoni
      Peugeot 207 S2000 + 05m 21.2s
08) J. Orsák/D. Šmeidler 
      Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX + 06m 33.7s
09) J. Tarabus/D. Trunkát 
      Skoda Fabia S2000 + 07m 56.0s
10) P. Valoušek/L. Kostka 
      Peugeot 207 S2000 + 08m 11.8s



PARC FERME
n. motorsport. A secure car park where competing 

cars must be left, and where no maintenance, repairs, 

or enhancements may be performed.



Building on its young driver development and support 
programme, and in partnership with Abu Dhabi, 
Total and Pirelli, Citroën Racing is set to launch the 
“Citroën Top Driver” series. Created to comply with 
the regulations for WRC-3, which will become part of 
the World Rally Championship in 2013, this series will 
be the fi nal rung on the ladder leading to the upper 
echelons of rallying and a springboard towards the 

sport’s top fl ight category for the best drivers.
 Since it fi rst became involved in rallying, Citroën 
Racing has always attached great importance to fi nding 
and training the most promising young drivers. The likes of 
Sébastien Loeb, Dani Sordo, Sébastien Ogier and Thierry 
Neuville all started out with Citroën before going on to 
compete at the highest level. In 2013, Citroën’s Customer 
Racing department will extend its involvement in rallying 
by creating two new formulas. Although the FFSA’s “Rallye 
Jeunes” (Young Rally Drivers) initiative remains the fi rst 
level at which talented young drivers are identifi ed, they can 

also make a name for themselves in a Citroën DS3 R1 in the 
Citroën Racing Trophy Junior, held in eight countries across 
Europe, before competing in the same formula in a more 
powerful car: the DS3 R3. The missing component, however, 
has been the chance for these drivers to show off their skills 
on the biggest stages in world rallying, at a reasonable cost.  
 This is the idea behind the “Citroën Top Driver” 
series. The concept came about when the FIA (Fédération 
Internationale de l’Automobile) decided to introduce 
regulations for a new category in the world championship, 
entitled WRC-3. This series will be open to two-wheel drive 
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cars. The “Citroën Top Driver” series will feature a mixed 
calendar, with rallies contested in a DS3 R3. The crews and 
teams that score the most points will win the championship. 
The stakes are high, as the winner will be offered the chance 
to take part in six rallies in the WRC 2 championship (open to 
all four-wheel drive cars other than world rally cars) in 2014, 
whilst this vehicle will be prepared by the best team. The 
“Citroën Top Driver” series will therefore feature two lots of 
standings.
 First and foremost, a drivers’ championship, where 
the top ten at each rally will be awarded points (25, 18, 
15, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2 and 1) depending on where they 
fi nish in the group R standings (all classes). And a teams’ 
championship, in which the fi nal results of one or two cars 
entered by teams at each rally will be added up, bearing in 
mind that teams may not designate more than two DS3 R3s 

per race as eligible to score points.
 “Our aim is to make it easier for drivers to compete 
in the World Rally Championship by creating a racing formula 
that is accessible and affordable, and which rewards the best 
drivers and teams”, explained Marek Nawarecki, Customer 
Racing Manager for Citroën Racing. “The very essence of this 
challenge is to create a stepping stone between the national 
championships and the world championship by putting in 
place a major programme which is within the reach of the 
crews. This involves sharing the cost. With this in mind, each 
team must enter at least two DS3 R3s in the ‘Citroën Top 
Driver’ series. We would also like the teams to compete with 
each other in a transparent and fair manner, so each of them 
must publish their season costs so that potential customers 
are able to compare the various options available to them.”
 The series, which will feature four rounds on gravel 

and two on tarmac, is due to kick off at the Rally de Portugal 
on 13 - 14 April.

Citroën Top Drivers 2013 Calendar:
13 - 14 April: Rally de Portugal
22-23 June: Rally Italia
3-4 August: Rally Finland
23-25 August: Rally Deutschland
5-6 October: Rallye de France
16-17 November: Wales Rally GB H&H



Rally America, Inc. and USAC will partner this year 
to present the Rally America National Championship, 
a seven- event series spanning the country between 
January and October.
 The one-year agreement expands USAC’s diverse 
calendar of motorsport entities that has included various 
sanctioning partnerships. Since its inception in 2004, Rally 
America has been considered the premiere rally sanctioning 
body in the United States.
 For the 2013 season, Rally America members will 
hold both a Rally America license and a USAC membership 

receiving many new benefi ts of inclusion in one of America’s 
oldest racing clubs. USAC debuted in 1956 and in its 57 
seasons of competition it has sanctioned nearly every form of 
motorsports imaginable.
 “Obviously we look forward to this partnership in 
2013 as we work together with Rally America to produce 
America’s top-level rally championship,” says USAC 
president/CEO Kevin Miller.
 “We’re excited to be working with Kevin Miller and 
his team at USAC for the upcoming season,” adds Rally 
America president and owner Bill Fogg. “This is a great 
opportunity to continue our plans for growing the sport of 
rally racing in America. USAC has several ways to assist us 
by opening doors in media, sponsorship and new crossover 

participation by other USAC members not to mention 
advising in the area of event promotion. I am certain Rally 
America and USAC will fi nd many new ways to engage global 
rally racing fans as the two groups begin working more 
closely in the coming months.”

The 2013 Rally America National Championship:
01) Sno*Drift Rally (MI): 25 - 26 Jan
02) Rally in the 100 Acre Wood (MO): 22 - 23 Feb
03) Oregon Trail Rally (OR): 3 - 5 May
04) Susquehannock Trail Rally (PA): 31 May
05) New England Forest Rally (ME): 26 - 27 Jul
06) Ojibwe Forests Rally (MN): 23 - 24 Aug
07) Lake Superior Performance Rally (MI): 18 - 19 Oct
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The annual Pirelli UK Star Driver competition was 
held in Wales in December where Mark Donnelly was 
announced as the winner of a fully-paid drive in the 
2013 British Rally Championship courtesy of Pirelli.
 Beating off stiff competition from six other drivers 
who were all battling it out for one of the biggest prizes in UK 
motorsport, Donnelly impressed a panel of four judges with 
his maturity, technical know-how, media awareness and raw 
talent behind the wheel.
 Originally from Omagh in Northern Ireland, 21-
year-old Donnelly made an impression in last year’s British 
Rally Championship after taking the spoils on the series’ 
opening round, Rallye Sunseeker. Donnelly’s Round One 
victory meant he was automatically nominated to take part 
in Pirelli’s annual shootout competition.
 We caught up with Donnelly to fi nd out a little bit 

more about Pirelli’s latest protégé…
Q: Congratulations on being crowned the new Pirelli 
Star Driver, Mark!  How does it feel to have won the 
shootout?
MD: “It feels amazing to have won such a prestigious prize. 
It is a fantastic opportunity to boost my rallying career and 
to help me move up to the next level of rallying. Last year 
was quite a diffi cult year for me so to end the season winning 
the Pirelli shootout was the best result I could ask for going 
into 2013. I really hope to make the most of this opportunity 
and hopefully repay Pirelli and Citroen with a successful 
year.”

Q: What did you fi nd hardest about the two-day 
competition?
MD: “The most diffi cult task from the two-day shootout was 
the driving by a long way. The conditions were very tricky 
with ice and some snow so it made driving very diffi cult, 
especially as I was not completely familiar with the car. It 

was diffi cult to judge how hard to push in those conditions 
because putting the car off the road resulted in an immediate 
exclusion from the competition. I tried to drive fast and 
smooth and make no mistakes but as the times were not 
published, the other drivers and I were left guessing about 
how well we had performed.”

Q: Can you tell us a bit about yourself and also your 
rallying history?
MD: “I began my motorsport career when I was 14 at a 
closed circuit venue in a Vauxhall Nova 1200. I won my 
championship in my fi rst year and then progressed into a 
Peugeot 106 Cup car when I was 16. Once I obtained my 
rally licence at 17 my rallying career started in a Ford Fiesta 
ST. I competed in the Irish Fiesta Sporting Trophy in 2009 
and fi nished second. The following year (2010) I drove a 
Citroen C2 R2 Max in the Citroen Racing Trophy UK and 
fi nished second again, just missing out on the top spot at the 
fi nal round.
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“In 2011/2012 I drove a Renault Clio R3 in the British Rally 
Championship and also numerous IRC rallies with an overall 
win and also top two-wheel-drive results. In 2012, I was 
supported by the MSA Team UK programme, which aims to 
help develop young drivers in motorsport. I will also be a 
member of the Team UK programme in 2013.
 
“I also recently graduated from The University of Ulster in 
Management and Leadership Development and I now work 
for our family business which is an electrical contracting 
company.”

Q: Who is your motorsport idol and why?
MD: “It has to be Colin McRae, purely because of his 
fl amboyant driving style and self confi dence. He was a huge 
inspiration for any young driver in the sport.”

Q: What have been your best and worst moments in 
rallying so far?
MD: “There is no doubt that the best moment has been 

winning the Pirelli Star Driver shootout. It is something that 
I had only dreamed about and to win felt fantastic. It is the 
highlight of my career so far and I am looking forward to 
making the most of this opportunity.
 
“The worst moment was the tragic death of Gareth Roberts 
last year. I knew Gareth quite well and I knew how 
passionate and professional he was as a co-driver, so this 
tragedy was a very low moment in the world of rallying. It is 
inspirational to see how Craig, Dai and Gareth’s family have 
continued to support rallying and remember Gareth through 
‘The Gareth Roberts Memorial Fund’ and other initiatives.”
 
Q: Beside competing on this year’s British Rally 
Championship courtesy of Pirelli, do you have any 
other plans for 2013? 
MD: “I am planning to compete in the French championship 
as I feel this will give me vital experience and increase 
my pace on asphalt. I hope to drive a Citroen DS3 in this 
championship too and I think that this will give me a better 

understanding of the car and also the set-up that I need for 
each rally. I have not completely confi rmed those plans yet 
but it is a championship that I am very interested in.”

Q: And fi nally, where do you see yourself in fi ve years’ 
time?
MD: “I would hope to see myself working with a professional 
team at the top level of the sport. As more manufacturers 
are becoming interested in the WRC, I think that there will 
be more chances for younger drivers and if I can make the 
most out of every opportunity I get, I hope that this will help 
me to get there. Winning the Pirelli Star Driver competition 
has been a huge opportunity for me - I am eager to work 
hard to maximise this and I hope that this can open more 
doors for me in the future.”

For more information about Mark Donnelly please visit: 
http://www.markdonnellymotorsport.com. H&H
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